Cognitive Radio generates a big interest as a key cost-effective solution for the underutilization of frequency spectrum in legacy communication networks. The objective of this work lies in conducting a performance evaluation of the end-to-end message delivery under both Markovian and Poissonian primary traffics in lossy Cognitive Radio networks. We aim at inferring the most appropriate conditions for an efficient secondary service provision according to the Cognitive Radio network characteristics. Meanwhile, we have performed a general analysis for many still open issues in Cognitive Radio, but at the end only two critical aspects have been considered, namely, the unforeseen primary reclaims in addition to the collided cognitive transmissions due to the Opportunistic Spectrum Sharing. Some graphs, in view of the average Spectral Efficiency, have been computed and plotted to report some comparative results for a given video transmission under the Markovian and the Poissonian primary interruptions.
Introduction
Last decades have witnessed an explosive growth of emerging technologies and services hugely demanding in terms of Quality of Service (QoS) and bandwidth. As a result, spectral resources have been exhausted and frequency bands have become crowded [1] . Contrarily, actual observations and real statistics taken on some frequency bands underline the low and discontinuous utilization of the spectrum over time and geographical locations [2] [3] . Consequently, legacy frequency allocation process has proven to be inefficient and requires a profound re-evaluation to move towards open frequency allocation policies. To this end, the Cognitive Radio (CR) [4] has been introduced as a promising approach to enhance the spectral efficiency and mitigate the spectrum scarcity and unavailability.
Preliminary
In the Cognitive Radio context, every telecommunication system will define two categories of spectrum users. The first would be the primary network called Primary Users (PUs), which holds the spectrum license, and the second is the secondary network referred to as Secondary Users (SUs), allowed to use the spectrum holes provided they do not interfere with the licensed users.
The coexistence of both primary and secondary systems within the same architecture has been made possible by exploiting two well regarded concepts, namely, the Negotiated Spectrum Sharing (NSS) and the Opportunistic Spectrum Sharing (OSS) [5] for CR networks.
In the NSS approach, primary users are willing to accept sharing their licensed spectrum with a secondary system for a given monetary cost with respect to a predetermined schedule. This regime needs a deep modification in spectrum regulation because this spectrum leasing must be explicitly agreed upon between the primary and secondary systems.
The OSS [6] is a key component in Cognitive Radio networks and an optimal way to exploit the spectrum holes that has been temporarily vacant by license owners. In fact, periodically, secondary users conduct a local sensing measurement campaigns. The collected measurements are exchanged between different SUs and communicated to a third trusted host, called centralized scheduler [18] , to make a global decision about the potential spectrum holes. Unfortunately, there is a penalty for either false alarm or miss detection du to failure in detecting the presence or not of the primary signal. In this sense, the "hidden node" problem is one of the recurring phenomena in spectrum monitoring issues and is still in open field of research [7] .
The use of a cooperative sensing system should enable drawing a complete picture of the surrounding primary and secondary users and as a result alleviate the occurrence of this problem. Authors in [8] have given an excellent summary of recent advances in cooperative spectrum sensing. The hidden node issue is beyond the scope of this paper. From the sensing-inferred decisions, the third party assigns to each secondary user a Secondary User Link (SUL) (Fig. 1) formed using a composition of multiple subchannels (SCs) judged as being vacant and temporarily accessible by SUs. Afterwards, each SU starts its transmission through its allocated SUL. The set of chosen subchannels should be scattered over multiple PU frequency bands in order to be able to battle on two crucial challenges: (1) to cap the interferences caused by the primary traffic reclaims below a predefined design specification, and (2) to reduce the number of jammed subchannels once the primary user appears during the lifetime of a SUL. This principle of dispersing the selected subchannels over the frequency domain is referred to as the Spectrum Pooling Concept [9] .
To overcome the problem of packet loss incurred by the primary interruptions, we model the lost packets as erasures and we employ some erasure correcting codes [10] . This approach comprises two axes: channel coding and/or source coding. The channel coding is used to compensate for the corrupted packets due to PU appearance and source coding permits recovering the secondary content up to a certain quality commensurate to the number of packets received. In this work, we combine both techniques above-mentioned. In [11] , we have suggested to exploit the Joint Source Channel Coding (JSCC) approach based on the Multiple Description Coding.
In summary, the Cognitive Radio solution is a well regarded agile technology for managing, controlling and optimizing the frequency spectrum allocation. It has gained considerable maturity during the last years. This emerging approach promises great future technological advances and has a huge potential to be exploited for enhancing a wide range of traditional networks especially those "quality hungry" such as multimedia and wireless networks.
Multimedia services are a new field that has gained high user acceptance during the last decades. Fundamental issues in this area include many topics especially data compression, coding and transmission. Regarding the increasing demand for more Quality of Service (QoS) and bandwidth, Cognitive Radio networks are expected to shape the future of multimedia services by means of enhancing the multimedia applications with improved end user perceived quality. The tricky part in this topic is tailoring the legacy multimedia services to suit the specificities of the CR context, which renders the problem of studying the multimedia traffic transmission over CR networks exciting [12] [13].
Stochastic Traffic Models
Like any other communication paradigm, stochastic models are required to characterize traffic patterns in Cognitive Radio networks. In deed, the study of interactions between primary and secondary users needs to be further complemented and generalized for many Cognitive Radio contexts. Each traffic type has characteristics that distinguish it from the other types and predicting the traffic behavior is a non-trivial task. In the current contribution, the primary traffic models comprise two classes: Markovian and Poissonian primary traffics. In the Markovian case, we assume that the primary traffic is bursty and has strong correlation properties; the subchannel will remain in a given state for a relatively long duration and do not evolve in a fast way. Such primary traffics access subchannels following a Markovian process [33] [34] . On the other hand, we consider the primary user applications that have a traffic which is dynamic, weakly correlated and varying fast, such primary traffics evolves following a Poissonian process [12] [15] .
In literature, we find other primary traffic patterns like the Binomial process [14] . This law makes the following assumptions: One packet is sent per subchannel and then the primary traffic interruptions concern a series of subchannels simultaneously leading to a large variance and a small mean. The primary traffic makes only one attempt to convey a packet across a subchannel and no retry mecanismes are implemented. Corrupted packets are lost forever. This statistical law is a good replacement for the Poissonian process where there are a finite number of sources. In practice, the binomial distribution is more suitable than the Poisson one when Heffes have studied the transmission of multimedia traffic ( Fig. 2 ) over CR networks, the primary traffic arrival was modelled as a Poisson process (Fig. 4) and Luby Transform (LT) codes [16] have been used as channel correcting code and also for some coordination reasons. They have proposed a QoS metric to order the available subchannels (SCs) in the decreasing order of their quality to establish the transmission link efficiently. They investigate the spectral efficiency of the selected SUL in terms of successful transmission probability of the required number of packets needed for recovering the original multimedia stream. Unfortunately this paper has neglected the sharing aspect of the network illustrated by the multiple secondary transmissions over the same CR architecture and as a result more packets will be discarded due to collisions which impede considerably the performance of the CR network.
The contribution [15] address the multimedia traffic transmission problem through distributed Cognitive Radio networks using fountain codes under different subchannel selection policies in a fading environment with Poissonian primary traffic reclaims. Additionally, we have proposed a solution consisting of the creation of many secondary user links with high reliability using a specific algorithm that we have introduced to alleviate traffic collisions du to the OSS feature of CR networks.
Some authors like [17] have modelled the subchannel availability using the Binomial process and have suggested the use of a general model for link maintenance to enable the provision of the secondary service even if the SUL get broken due to primary interruptions. The proposed link maintenance model relies on the redundancy principle. Numerical simulations have been performed in terms of Goodput to evaluate the robustness of the proposed model. In [18] , we address the problem of video transmission over shared CR networks using progressive compression source coding associated to fountain codes with the assumption that the primary traffic follows the Binomial law. In addition to the dynamics between the primary and secondary networks, the paper [18] considers the conflicts between the secondary users themselves in accessing the common shared frequency bands.
Papers like [19] have tried to evaluate the performance of the secondary service under both Binomial and Poissonian primary applications on Cognitive Radio networks and analyze the degree of use of the spectral resource in a lossy context subject to subchannels fading and noise in addition to primary reclaims.
Other studies like [20] and [21] support the Markovian process and have modelled the subchannel (SC) availability using Markov chain for which transition probabilities are known but the state can be only partially observed, so the subchannels to be sensed and accessed constitute a Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) [20] . Unfortunately, the studies [20] and [21] propose solutions that are specific to the Markovian model and need to be debated for other traffic patterns.
In [22] , Cuiran and Chengshu have investigated the successful transmission over Cognitive Radio networks shared by several SUs using the TDMA technique, they have supposed that the frame includes several slots, each SU transmits in his assigned slot and can transmits in the other slots with certain probability, the results have been presented in terms of throughput and energy efficiency. They have considered that the only reception failure reason would be packet collisions due to time sharing. This study has not taken into account the interference effects caused by the primary user appearance. The reception failure depends also on the Primary traffic type and arrival model which affects the reception of the whole transmitted packets. Furthermore, it may happen that the SU does not transmit data in his own slot because there may be no data to transfer, hence the probability that the secondary device transmits in its assigned slot should be, in practice, less than one.
Studies [33] and [34] look at the problem of distributed multimedia traffic transmission over Cognitive Radio TDMA networks under markovian primary traffic interruptions. A general OSS model has been adopted as a mean of evaluating the secondary conflicts generated by the concurrent access to shared idle subchannels. The paper [34] has introduced a new quality metric to permit a decreasing order of the available subchannels in terms of reliability.
Despite of the fact that there have been many contributions in the Cognitive Radio research area, at our best knowledge no attempt has been made before to report a comparative study between Markovian and Poissonian primary reclaims in terms of Spectral Efficiency evaluation of a secondary multimedia distribution.
Analysis and Debate
Although simply defined, cognitive radio concept features are much complex and hard to examine and implement. That is and as seen previously, few contributions attempt to consider both interactions between primary and secondary infrastructures and conflicts between the competing secondary users in addition to the shadowing and noise across the subchannels. Cognitive Radio networks are multi-hop, multichannel, multi-rate and multiapplication. Thereby, characterizing reliability in CR networks is one of the major bottlenecks in the performance evaluation of multimedia traffic transmission in a secondary use scenario [23] .
Several papers assume that all secondary users have perfect knowledge of their environment with no hidden nodes and when the primary user is off the air. They consider a perfect spectrum monitoring and ideal sensing operations. However, these are not realistic assumptions in a radio environment that may not be reciprocal (such as all FDD channels) and when the interferer cannot hear the interfered [24] [25]. Author should recognize the unsolved problem of "hidden nodes" which cannot be sensed and should consider the presence of a distributive mechanism for information exchange to facilitate the exploration of the surrounding environment or a centralized scheduler to collect the measurements and broadcast feedbacks.
Contribution
Currently, we are addressing the multimedia traffic transmission problem through Cognitive Radio networks (Fig .2) . Here, we consider the primary user applications that have a traffic which can be modelled using the Markovian or the Poissonian processes ( Fig. 3 and 4) . Primary traffic parameters could be estimated based on a real observation window and using a maximum likelihood estimator for the Markov chain transition matrix s P and the initial distribution s σ in case of the Markovian traffics and the Poissonian arrival rate parameter λ for the Poissonian primary arrivals. After sending the message, the used spectrum bands are sensed and the SUL will be restructured in case some packets got lost as a consequence of the PU appearance.
For ease of modelling, we adopt the TDMA method as a network sharing technique. The secondary communication operates in a slotted TDMA mode; the SUs transmit one after the other, each mostly using its specific time slot i with some probability q . However, the same SU can transmit over the other slots if it has data to transmit out of its own slot, let p be the probability that this SU transmits in the remaining slots i j ≠ (Fig. 2) [15] .
The transmission performance on the proposed network model, as the realistic case, is mainly affected by two major factors: (1) interferences caused by the primary traffic arrival which leads to more corrupted SU packets, and (2) collisions caused by the fact that each SU could transmit opportunistically in other portions of time reserved for other SUs.
The source stream is progressively encoded and LT codes [16] are used to cope with packet losses caused by Primary User interference and other channel conditions.
For information exchange and distribution and similar to [18] , we assume the existence of a trusted third party called centralized scheduler and we suggest to incorporate more self management capabilities and autonomous functions in Cognitive Radio devices. This creates a kind of a distributed cooperative system. The fundamental roles of the common scheduler are collecting different information communicated by secondary users like: sensing information, jammed subchannels, new acquired subchannels and subchannels characteristics whereas it provides feedback on that basis in terms of: hidden nodes and Secondary User Links assignment. These information flows up and down are exchanged using dedicated control channel, called Group Control Channel (GCC) [17] . Outlines of those protocols are given later. Some graphs will be computed and plotted for some system parameters to describe the available trade-offs for a given multimedia transmission. We analyse the Spectral Efficiency in both primary traffic cases. We state that depending on the experienced primary traffic pattern parameters, the cognitive transmission behaves differently, so that we have to decide on the primary traffic pattern the This paper is organized as follows: Section 3 computes the analytic expression of the achieved Spectral Efficiency which considers the Primary traffic interruptions and the secondary collisions. In Section 4 we present the numerical results and we show the resulting gains in terms of system Spectral Efficiency, and finally Section 5 draws our conclusions.
Proposed Network Model
In this section, we will evaluate the multimedia traffic performance in a CR context. For this purpose, we give an analytic expression of the Spectral Efficiency metric which quantifies the optimal use of spectral resources.
General Analysis
We consider an infrastructure based CR network collocated with a licensed network. The primary traffic evolves following a given statistical law and Secondary
share the temporarily unoccupied spectrum holes using the Opportunistic Spectrum Sharing principle. Throughout the paper, our main interest lies in introducing a model that customize the environmental parameters of the CR network and tries to encompass the chief factors shaping the performance of a secondary multimedia transmission.
Toward this end, we consider delay video transmission applications. We have opted for this choice regarding the fact that the video is very exigent in terms of required bandwidth. We assume that the video is source encoded using a layered compression scheme like SPIHT or MPEG. The video data consists of a group of pictures (GOP) each of K packets. L is the packet size.
For ease of exposition, the primary and secondary users are assumed to access the subchannels following a synchronous slot structure mode. In a TDMA based CR network, we investigate the problem of sharing idle time slots. The TDMA frame T consists of M slots each of the same time duration slot T . At the start of every frame T and during the sensing phase duration sens T , all users conduct local spectrum sensing simultaneously to determine the unoccupied subchannels from which each Each cognitive device i SU always transmits in its assigned slot i with probability q and transmits with probability p in the remaining time slots (
We make use of LT codes to protect the multimedia traffic against PU interferences and also to mitigate the harmful collisions effects. Note N as the number of LT encoded packets needed to recover the original K transmitted packets with probability DEP − 1 . Based on simulations, an overhead of five percent can achieve low decoding error probability values [27] [29], so
Although simply defined, cognitive radio concept features are much complex and hard to examine and implement. In practice, the transmission reliability over CR networks is influenced by many environmental parameters. In our scenario, we attempt to summarize those factors into two critical events. A secondary user succeeds its transmission if (1) for the secondary receiver, at least N packets are received successfully from the set of selected subchannels S , and (2) the collisions with the surrounding neighbors remain at a relatively moderate or low level. The successful transmission probability can be expressed as:
We should notice that collision P does not depend on the primary traffic type since the concurrent access of secondary subscribers to the shared spectral resources is the same regardless of the primary traffic pattern. Let each SC s has a loss probability of fading and noise s π and channel capacity s R . We suppose that the subchannel capacity is the same for all the subchannels, we note 0 R this capacity. Let W be the subchannel bandwidth, the same for all subchannels. The random variable s N is proportional to the available time on the th s' subchannel (Fig. 4 ).
An Analytical Expression for success

Let
M s
T be a random variable that denotes the available time on the subchannel s under the Markovian primary traffic arrival and P s T is the one corresponding to the Poissonian case. T is given by the number of slots during which the subchannel s remains free.
Analytical Expression for
Similar to [33] and [34] , we have: 
And:
We may notice that both events { } Equations Eq. (8) and Eq. (10) should be expressed in the same way. Let s γ be the threshold level that minimizes the spectrum sensing error probability on the subchannel s [18] , it is essentially important for the SU to design the optimal sensing threshold [19] . Regarding the fact that during the sensing phase the subchannels selected to set up a SUL should be judged as spectrum holes to a meaningful degree, s σ would be given by: T is given by: Remember that q is the probability that u transmits in its assigned time slot i and p the probability that it transmits in the remaining time slots
If we consider several structured SULs which are pairwise disjoin as defined in [15] , the total average probability of collisions over the available Secondary User Links sul N is:
An Analytical Expression for Spectral Efficiency
As in [12] , the total Spectral Efficiency can be computed as:
Cross layer functionalities in CR networks
The number of slots M is fixed by the centralized scheduler according to the number of surrounding cognitive peers and each cognitive device v broadcasts the number of its neighbors v Deg . The sensing stage duration sens T should be stated in such a manner as to ensure a good compromise between sensing performance, throughput [30] [31] and data transmission [32] . During the sensing phase, the CR system determines the vacant subchannels ready for secondary use using a cooperative distributed system constituted by the cognitive devices in addition to the centralized peer. Such distributed infrastructures are very suitable for real time systems like CR networks and enable reducing the complexity of the numerical operations and data processing needed for ensuring CR features. The flow of information comprises all the vital information like the jammed subchannels, subchannels characteristics like shadowing and noise, traffic observations necessary for traffic patterns estimation and false alarm ad miss detection probabilities estimation.
Once the necessary information is collected with respect to the available time for the sensing stage, the centralized scheduler proceeds to analyzing the collected information and measurements in order to infer the most perfect picture of the surrounding environment and the closer to the reality. Afterwards, the centralized scheduler should run some algorithms like the one introduced in [15] serving as a mean of creation of many SULs ( sul N ) having high Spectral Efficiency. Accordingly, each SU is assigned a specific secondary user link.
Using the collected primary traffic observations, the centralized scheduler should make a decision about the primary traffic patterns via the maximum likelihood estimator and then it can chooses the primary traffic that suits well the given transmission media data rate in case of the existence of many primary patterns. The use of a cooperative sensing system should alleviate the occurrence of many recurrent problems such as the hidden node issue. For clarity, the hidden node problem is where a transmitter/receiver pair of secondary users is in the shadow of a primary user, perhaps behind a building or hill or truck, and so their sensing does not detect the primary user. Since they don't detect any Primary transmissions in the band and in those locations, they commence to transmit, even though the primary user may have a receiver (say a TV set or pocket pager) that is outside the shadow of the building or hill or truck, but still in range of the secondary cognitive radios. So it is interfered with, perhaps immensely so.
The average traffics p and q could be analytically estimated by addressing the Spectral Efficiency balance described in [15] and then those optimal parameters should broadcasted to all secondary subscribers.
At the end of the frame, the centralized scheduler should capitalize on the current transmission experiences to take advantages of the factors that promote and/or penalize the transmission reliability. Previous knowledge and experiences could be reused to avoid repetitive operations and calculations. In the last case, the centralized scheduler must store the static parameters or the parameters that are not varying fast like subchannels shadowing coefficients in a specific internal database. Details of storage issue are out of scope of the current work.
Secondary users have a huge potential to be a valuable part of the value chain. The centralized scheduler could delegate some tasks to SUs in case they are inactive and dormant.
Numerical Results
For numerical simulations, consider a cognitive radio network where a cognitive peer u is conveying a GOP of 3000 = K packets to a cognitive destination v over some vacant spectrum rooms. Unless otherwise stated, the slots number is 10 = M , the cognitive user v has three neighbors 3 = v Deg and we assume that the execution of the duplication-based algorithm defined in [15] 
. Thus, for low λ values, the Poissonian primary users utilize their licensed bands intermittently and the Poissonian primary traffic arrival happening J becomes more infrequent. So that, more chance that the subchannel remains idle during T . , the Poissonian primary reclaims get increased when increasing the Poissonian coefficient λ since it becomes very likely that the primary user captures its corresponding subchannel. . It is clearly seen that the Markovian case outperforms the Poissonian one in both ranges [1, 3] and [6, 8] . Nevertheless, it is the other way round outside the given ranges. The secondary user link size S becomes a decisive factor to choose the primary traffic pattern we deem best for the given media data rate.
In Fig. 8 , the Poissonian primary traffic performs better efficacy compared to the Markovian arrival process. This is due to the fact that the less the Poissonian coefficient λ , the more the probability success P , and then the more the Spectral Efficiency SE . It is also interesting to note that, there is some p value that maximizes the achieved Spectral Efficiency . The Markovian primary traffic yields better results than the Poissonian distribution. Obviously, high λ values means that more subchannels can be subject to eventual primary interruptions and those prematurely captured subchannels degrade considerably the effectiveness of the utilization of the spectrum. On the other hand, high traffic performance is attained where approaching the optimal value of 
Conclusions
The present paper tackles the issue of multimedia traffic distribution in TDMA-based Cognitive Radio networks with the assumption that the primary system evolves following either a Markovian process or a Poissonian distribution. The impact of the primary traffic interruptions on the secondary traffic has been examined and we used a general model for collisions to modelize the opportunistic access of secondary users to shared rooms. dynamics between different peers in CR networks and outline the necessity of describing the available trade-offs to be able to choose the optimal balance of the system.
